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THE PHENOMENON OF SYNCHRONOUS
TAKE-OFFS IN GULL-BILLED TERNS
Evgeniy V. Barbazyuk
Abstract. The phenomenon of synchronous takes-off displayed by Gull-billed Terns was studied during the
pre-nesting period on Lakes Shalkar and Ayke, in southern Russia in 2000, 2003 and 2004. Synchronous takeoffs of Gull-billed Terns are prominent phenomena observed during the pre-nesting period, and they could be
considered as a component of pre-nesting aerial and ground behavior in this species. The intensity and dynamics
of synchronous take-offs are influenced by a number of factors, among the more prominent ones being the time
of the day, number of birds and weather conditions. The maximum number of synchronous take-offs was recorded
in the morning and evening hours when the most birds were present at the gathering and roosting site. With the
arrival of new parties of birds to the site the number of synchronous upflights increases, then reaches the maximum
and stops rising when the mean number of birds is approximately 70 individuals per hour. The high intensity of
synchronous take-offs is thought to be attributed to the abrupt change in the bird number per time unit, which
occurs in the evening particularly from 1900 to 2030. Air temperature and wind speed also have impacts on the
intensity of synchronous take-offs, especially at their extreme values: strong wind in conjunction with low
temperatures lowers the intensity of synchronous take-offs and vice versa. Synchronous take-offs are strongly
suspected to be an adaptive mechanism permitting synchronous egg-laying and thus reducing overall duration of
maximal reproductive stages, which is very important when nesting in unstable habitats.
Key words: Gull-billed Tern, Gelochelidon nilotica, behavior, courtship display, number of birds.
Address: Laboratory of Biocenological Processes, Institute of Plant and Animal Ecology, 8-Marta St., 202,
Ekaterinburg, 620144, Russia; e-mail: bev@mail.esoo.ru.
Ôåíîìåí ñèíõðîííûõ âçëåòîâ ó ÷àéêîíîñûõ êðà÷åê. - Å.Â. Áàðáàçþê. - Áåðêóò. 15 (1-2). 2006. Ñèíõðîííûå âçëåòû ó ÷àéêîíîñûõ êðà÷åê ïðåäñòàâëÿþò ñîáîé ÿðêî âûðàæåííîå ÿâëåíèå, íàáëþäàåìîå â
ïðåäãíåçäîâîé ïåðèîä, è ìîãóò ðàññìàòðèâàòüñÿ êàê ÷àñòü áðà÷íîãî ïîâåäåíèÿ ýòîãî âèäà. Íà èíòåíñèâíîñòü è äèíàìèêó ñèíõðîííûõ âçëåòîâ âëèÿåò ðÿä ôàêòîðîâ, íàèáîëåå çàìåòíûìè èç êîòîðûõ ÿâëÿþòñÿ
âðåìÿ ñóòîê, ÷èñëåííîñòü ïòèö, ó÷àñòâóþùèõ âî âçëåòàõ, è ïîãîäíûå óñëîâèÿ. Ìàêñèìàëüíûå çíà÷åíèÿ
ñèíõðîííûõ âçëåòîâ íàáëþäàëèñü â óòðåííåå è âå÷åðíåå âðåìÿ, êîãäà íà ìåñòå íî÷åâêè ïðèñóòñòâîâàëà
áîëüøàÿ ÷àñòü ïòèö. ×èñëî ñèíõðîííûõ âçëåòîâ óâåëè÷èâàåòñÿ ïî ìåðå ïðèáûòèÿ íîâûõ ïàðòèé ïòèö íà
ìåñòî ïîñòîÿííîãî ñáîðà è íî÷åâêè, ñòàíîâèòñÿ ìàêñèìàëüíûì è ïåðåñòàåò ðàñòè ïðè ñðåäíåé ÷èñëåííîñòè ïðèìåðíî 70 ïòèö çà ÷àñ. Ïðåäïîëàãàåòñÿ, ÷òî âûñîêàÿ èíòåíñèâíîñòü ñèíõðîííûõ âçëåòîâ ñâÿçàíà ñ
ðåçêèì ñêà÷êàìè ÷èñëåííîñòè ïòèö çà åäèíèöó âðåìåíè, ÷òî ïðîèñõîäèò â âå÷åðíåå âðåìÿ, îñîáåííî ñ
1900 äî 2030. Òåìïåðàòóðà âîçäóõà è âåòåð ìîãóò òàêæå îêàçûâàòü âëèÿíèå íà èíòåíñèâíîñòü ñèíõðîííûõ
âçëåòîâ, îñîáåííî ñóùåñòâåííîå ïðè ñâîèõ ýêñòðåìàëüíûõ çíà÷åíèÿõ. Ñèëüíûé âåòåð â ñî÷åòàíèè ñ íèçêèìè òåìïåðàòóðàìè ñíèæàåò èíòåíñèâíîñòü âçëåòîâ è íàîáîðîò. Ïðåäïîëàãàåòñÿ, ÷òî ñèíõðîííûå âçëåòû ÿâëÿþòñÿ ïðèñïîñîáèòåëüíûì ìåõàíèçìîì, ïîçâîëÿþùèì ñèíõðîíèçèðîâàòü ïðîöåññ îòêëàäêè ÿèö è
ñîêðàòèòü òàêèì îáðàçîì ìàêñèìàëüíî ïðîöåññ ðàçìíîæåíèÿ, ÷òî êðàéíå âàæíî ïðè ãíåçäîâàíèè â íåñòàáèëüíûõ áèîòîïàõ.

Introduction
This study addresses an interesting phenomenon exhibited by Gull-billed Terns (Gelochelidon nilotica) early in the season, during pre-nesting phase  collective upflights
(Lind, 1963b), or rising up high in the air of
the whole bird flock.
The question of the collective flights in the
pre-nesting period, their dynamics, intensity
and determining factors have virtually not been
studied previously. Scanty literature on Gull© E.V. Barbazyuk, 2006

billed Terns behavior provides no reference
to synchronous upflight display in this species.
Cramps comprehensive review on the Gullbilled Tern (1985) says nothing about this notable pattern of social behavior. Collective
flights, or the rising up of the whole flock into
the air, are described by Lind (1963b) for the
Sandwich Tern (Sterna sandvicensis). He suggested that such communal flights might exert
positive influence on the sexual behavior of
the birds (Lind, 1963b). Meanwhile, my observations have shown, synchronous upflights
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Fig. 1. Study Area.
are a prominent and important constituent in
tern behavior during courtship and pair-formation.
The Gull-billed Tern belongs to a group of
Laridae, forming nesting settlements, known
as the second type. Type II species colonize
areas for short periods initially with high nesting in great densities. It is thought that normally later in nesting cycles territories diminish in size only imperceptively, and distances
between nests are nearly constant throughout
incubation in undisturbed colonies. The settlement process of nesting is highly synchronous
in this communally nesting species and spatially organized into groups or subcolonies, at
times as large as several thousand pairs. This
type of colony formation has a high selective
advantage for species nesting in unstable habitats (McNichol, 1975; Møller, 1982; Kharitonov, Siegel-Causey, 1988), such as those in the
study area (see the Study Area section).
Thus, detailed study of the primary causes
and determining factors underlying synchronous upflights during the pre-nesting stage
could make clear a number of important biological features of type II species obvious during early egg-laying and incubation phases,
such as causes for highly synchronous breed-
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Ðèñ. 1. Ðàéîí èññëåäîâàíèé.
ing, and the rate and manner of nesting settlement formation.
Study Area
The study was conducted in Gull-billed
Tern colonies on Lakes Shalkar (50º47´N
60º55´E) and Ayke (50º58´N 61º30´E) in
southern Russia, near the Kazakhstan border
(Fig. 1). The lakes are located approximately
50 km apart, in the grassland (steppe) region
with a dry, continental climate, in the northern
middle-latitude zone. The average annual precipitation totals 250 mm. The average air temperature in January is 17ºC, in July  +21ºC.
The northern limit of the present-day breeding range of the Gull-billed Tern is to be found
here (Ryabitsev, 2002), while most of the
breeding range on the territory of the former
USSR lies southward  in Kazakhstan and
Turkmenistan (partially also in Ukraine, Black
Sea) where the arid and semiarid climates are
still hotter in summer (Zubakin, 1988).
The lakes studied are brackish water occurring in large shallow basins, with a surface
area of more than 70 km2, and prevailing depth
0.81.5 m and occupy bowl-like depressions
in relief. Since the lakes lack streams offering
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holds for Tables 2 and 3.
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Independent
Number of
Hoursobservations
for 3 Years

The studies were conducted on
Lakes Shalkar and Ayke in May
June, 2000, 2003, and 2004. Overall observation time viewing Gullbilled Tern synchronous upflights
totaled no less than 130 hrs (23
days) under varied weather conditions (with the exception of prolonged widespread rain), and 109
hrs of the total were used in the
analysis. Consequently, any one
day contained several hour-long
observations (e.g. 17001800, 1800
1900 hrs and so on) that were rated
as independent cases. The bulk of
the work was done on Lake Ayke
from 24 April to 10 May 2003 and
2004, primarily in the evening and
late daylight hours. For the convenience of the data presentation, this

Some Characteristics of Periods

Methods

Parameters

constant water flow, their level varies greatly seasonally and from year
to year. About once in every ten
years, the lakes dry up completely
and every 35 years they freeze for
their full depth. Roughly 70 % of
the lakes surface may be covered
with Common Reed (Phragmites
communis), Bulrush (Scirpus lacustris), and Narrow-leaved Cattail
(Typha angustifolia). The lakes are
surrounded by semiarid steppe
grasslands including combinations
of Fescue (Festuca sulcata), feather grass (Stipa spp.) and wormwoods (Artemisia spp.). In lowland
areas, typical halophytes are very
common  Salicornia europaea,
Halocnemum strobilaceum, Kochia prostrata and other species
growing in clay-based and alkaline
soils, which makes plant cover a
heterogeneous mosaic (Ryabinina
et al., 1996; Davygora, 2000; Sviridova, 2000).

Table 1
Íåêîòîðûå õàðàêòåðèñòèêè ïåðèîäîâ
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paper uses local time, which differs from
Greenwich Time by six hours (local time minus 6 hrs).
Watching courtship behavior and counting
birds and synchronous upflights were made at
a distance of 25 (in the hide) to 60 m and more
through 8x binoculars. The number of birds was
estimated by counting all individuals during a
synchronous upflight when the whole flock was
rising high up in the air, but also counts were
made when the birds were sitting on the
ground, within the roost site. The mean number of birds per hour was derived from four
counts of birds during this hour, approximately
once every 15 minutes (for the sake of more
reliability, in evening hours between 2000 and
2100, birds were counted more than four times
per hr during each synchronous upflight when
it was possible). To estimate the total number
of individuals in the observation area on any
one day, the terns were always counted on the
roost site in the evening hours, at which time
all the birds were present and reaching their
maximum numerical values. It was assumed
that before 600 and after 2100 hrs (closely corresponding to sunrise and sunset in late April
 early May in the study site) the number of
birds in a roost remained permanent and maximum possible.
Meteorological data was taken from a state
meteorological station, located in the village
of Ozernyy on the northern shore of Lake
Zetykol, some 44 km north-west of the study
site (Fig. 1). At the station the air temperature
and wind speed are recorded only eight times
during 24 hrs, once every three hours. Extrapolation, assuming a proportional change of the
air temperature and wind speed during every
3-hours interval, was used to estimate missing
data for each hour.
Thus, operating with customary hour limits was convenient, and each independent case
(1 case = 1 hour-long observation, or 1 hourobservation) in the analysis was characterized
by the maximum number of synchronous
upflights, mean number of birds (consisting of
four bird counts), air temperature per hour and
wind speed per hour. In a few isolated instances
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the maximum number of birds per hour and
mean number of synchronous upflights per
hour were used in the calculations.
To examine the influence of varied factors
on synchronous upflights, it has generally been
considered sufficient realistic to split the day
into three periods: Morning, Daytime and
Evening since different periods play an unequal
role in the lives of birds. This fact needed to
be considered in the interpretation of analysis
results; and also combined Daytime and
Evening periods were used in the calculations
(Table 1). Most of the data obtained is associated with Daytime and Evening periods, while
the number of Morning cases included in the
analysis totals only 16 hrs (Table 1). For this
reason only Daytime and Evening periods were
used in the analysis whereas a small amount
of Morning period data is documented at the
end of the Results section. The following scale
measuring the intensity of synchronous
upflights was adopted: 1) 13, 2) 4, and 3) 5
and more synchronous upflights per hour  low,
medium, and high intensity of synchronous
upflights, respectively.
Running a statistical analysis of the data,
the parametric methods implemented in the
software package STATISTICA 6.0 (StatSoft,
Inc. 19842001) were predominantly used.
Though the distribution for some characteristics deviated somewhat from the normal distribution pattern in several cases, the sample
size justified the use of the parametrics.
Results
The Phenomenon of Synchronous
Take-offs
This phenomenon marks the pre-nesting
period of Gull-billed Terns  from appearance
of the first birds at the breeding grounds up to
the first week of egg-laying. On arrival terns
get attached to a selected site (typically within
a section of a sandy island) that initially serves
as the club (Tinbergen, 1956) and roost, and
afterwards as the breeding site. The pre-nesting period (from the arrival of the first birds at
the breeding grounds to the clutch-initiation)

Âèï. 1-2. 2006. Phenomenon of synchronous take-offs in Gull-billed Terns
lasts 16 to 38 days and possibly even more. In
the daytime, most birds feed in the steppe, and
by the evening they assemble on a communal
site near the prospective nesting territories
reaching their maximum numbers around 2100
hrs local time. For the first few days of their
arrival, terns are extremely vulnerable to human disturbance. Visitation to their roosts and
gathering spots, especially in the evening, can
cause birds to shift the site or even completely
abandon the area.
When engaged in ground displays, Gullbilled Terns exhibit what has been defined
above as synchronous upflights that could be
considered an element of pair formation behavior early in the breeding season. Performing a synchronous take-off the entire flock rises
30 m or more from the ground level and makes
a large, wide circling pattern over the gathering site. The mass of birds forms a swirling
vortex while circling in the air that is characteristic of the synchronous upflight display. The
vortex rapidly breaks up, and a proportion of
birds lands immediately on the ground while
the remainder splits into pairs or small groups
of 35 birds that follow each other in a chasing fashion high in the air. Thereafter, during
38 minutes, all the birds alight gradually on
the original site. In a while the synchronous
upflight occurs again. A synchronous upflight
is preceded by distinct increased levels of visible and audible activity among birds in the
club (gathering spot) on the ground: the birds
are engaged in ground displays performing
various courtship postures. The hum from the
birds uttering Advertising- (Lind 1963a) and
other diverse cackling calls rises progressively,
and at some point the birds excitement builds
to a climax. Then one or more birds whirl
sharply off up into the air, and the entire flock
of birds  growing by seconds  follows them
and the synchronous upflight ensues.
A synchronous upflight can be distinguished from ordinary sudden scattering of
birds into the air when a small group is involved in a bout of ground courtship display.
In this latter case the flying vortex is not
formed, and the terns rapidly return to the
ground. This synchronous upflight recognition
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based on the presence of the vortex display is
especially important during daytime when the
birds are present in small numbers.
Synchronous upflights occur throughout
daylight time with a marked intensification
during morning and evening hours, which generally coincides with largest numbers of birds
present in similar periods (Fig. 2).
Morning, Daytime and Evening
Periods
Characteristic features defining the Morning period are sunrise, minimum day temperatures, birds waking up, and their rapid decline
in numbers as the birds leave the roost for foraging purposes. The defining characteristics
of the Daytime period are maximum day temperatures, minimum bird numbers at the gathering and roosting site. The Evening period is
characterized by rapid increase in bird numbers as they return from feeding on the steppes.
In late April early May, the sun in the study
area is setting about 21302140 hrs local time,
and with heavy cloud cover typical for this time
of year it gets dark by 2200 hrs. Bird numbers
were highest by about 2100 hrs at the roosting
site. Daytime and Evening period data were
significantly different from each other with
respect to the frequency of synchronous
upflights (t 91 = 4.91; P < 0.01) and the total
number of birds present (t 91 = 4.77; P < 0.01)
(Table 1).
Factors that Influence the Mean
Number of Synchronous
Take-offs/hour
In studying the synchronous upflights, three
factors were examined whose impact was evident even during my first observations of Gullbilled Tern flock behavior. These factors are
the number of birds present, air temperature
and wind speed.
The Effects of Bird Numbers
on Dynamics and Rates
of Synchronous Take-offs
The minimum number of birds required to
perform a typical synchronous upflight in my
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Fig. 2. Changes in the number of birds and dynamics of synchronous upflights during daylight
time of the day.
Synchronous upflights
Ñèíõðîííûå âçëåòû
Bird numbers
×èñëåííîñòü ïòèö

The mean number of birds per hour t was calculated as follows:
1. The mean number of birds per hour t was determined for each day of the observations (by four counts
of birds, see Methods).
2. The obtained mean number of birds per hour t was expressed as a percent of the maximum number of
birds present on this day at 2100 hours. The largest number of birds recorded between 2045 and 2115 was
chosen to be 100 %.
3. The mean number of birds (%) per hour t was determined for all of the days of the observations.
The mean number of synchronous upflights (without percent conversion) was calculated analogously.

Ðèñ. 2. Äèíàìèêà ÷èñëåííîñòè è ñèíõðîííûõ âçëåòîâ çà ñâåòëóþ ÷àñòü ñóòîê

Ñðåäíÿÿ ÷èñëåííîñòü ïòèö çà ÷àñ t ðàññ÷èòûâàëàñü ñëåäóþùèì îáðàçîì:
1. Îïðåäåëÿëîñü ñðåäíåå ÷èñëî ïòèö çà ÷àñ t äëÿ êàæäîãî äíÿ íàáëþäåíèé (ïî 4 ïîäñ÷åòàì ÷èñëåííîñòè, ñì. Ìåòîäû).
2. Ñðåäíåå ÷èñëî ïòèö â ÷àñ t âûðàæàëîñü â ïðîöåíòàõ îò ìàêñèìàëüíîé ÷èñëåííîñòè ïòèö â ýòîò
äåíü, â 2100 âå÷åðà. Èç íåñêîëüêèõ ïîäñ÷åòîâ ÷èñëåííîñòè ñ 2045 äî 2115 âûáèðàëàñü ìàêñèìàëüíàÿ,
êîòîðàÿ è ïðèíèìàëàñü çà ñòî ïðîöåíòîâ.
3. Îïðåäåëÿëîñü ñðåäíåå ÷èñëî ïòèö (%) çà ÷àñ t çà âñå äíè íàáëþäåíèé.
Àíàëîãè÷íûì îáðàçîì (áåç ïåðåâîäà â ïðîöåíòû) ðàññ÷èòûâàëîñü ñðåäíåå ÷èñëî ñèíõðîííûõ âçëåòîâ.

study was 14 individuals. With a mean number of 23.15 birds per hr, the terns performed
as many as five synchronous upflights per hr

(Fig. 3). Nevertheless, the maximum values of
synchronous upflights (more than five per
hour) were recorded in the evening hours, with
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on the landing of even just
one bird, a bout of display
occurred as a result of this
occasion. Following the
mass bird arrival to the
gathering and roosting site
the degree of display activity sharply heightened.
This was evident from the
continuous movement of
the birds in the flock on the
ground while the hum of
calls uttered during courtship display became increasingly louder. In calm
weather, it could be heard
Fig. 3. The relation between the number of synchronous upflights a few hundred meters from
the gathering site.
and number of birds in daytime period.
After about 2030 it was
Ðèñ. 3. Çàâèñèìîñòü ÷èñëà ñèíõðîííûõ âçëåòîâ îò ÷èñëåííîgetting dark, the numbers
ñòè ïòèö â äíåâíîé ïåðèîä.
present stopped increasing
a record of 11 synchronous upflights per hr as dramatically, since the bulk of birds were
with a mean of 152.22 birds present per hour present on the roosting site. Tern activity di(Fig. 4), and the absolute maximum number minished and the number of synchronous
of birds present that same hour being 184 birds. upflights rapidly declined even though the
Further, as the flock continues increasing, the number of birds present was close to the maxinumber of synchronous upflights per hour (in- mum daily value. After 2130 no synchronous
tensity) becomes stabilized
at this level, and the number of birds seems to be no
longer of large significance
in the intensity of synchronous take-offs. For example, two flocks with
means of 23.15 and 241.39
birds per hr are able to perform the similar high number of synchronous upflights  five (Table 2). On
the contrary, high numbers
might account for their decline (Fig. 5). Progressively rising correlation
coefficients between the
mean number of birds pre- Fig. 4. The relation between the number of synchronous upflights
sent and number of syn- and number of birds in evening period.
chronous upflights ob- Ðèñ. 4. Çàâèñèìîñòü ÷èñëà ñèíõðîííûõ âçëåòîâ îò ÷èñëåííîserved, as the cases (hour- ñòè ïòèö â âå÷åðíèé ïåðèîä.

max.
mean ± SE
241.39
69.00 ± 17.04
94.21
67.40 ± 13.76
115.12
63.33 ± 26.19
102.18
70.42
152.89
min.
23.15
31.87
30.28
12
5
3
1
1
1

Frequency

Temperature per hour, qɋ
min.
max.
mean ± SE
+ 9.30
+22.70
16.25 ± 1.10
+15.50
+20.00
17.98 ± 0.84
+10.40
+16.90
13.20 ± 1.93
+17.80
+16.20
+17.10

Wind Speed per Hour, m/s
min.
max.
mean ± SE
1.50
8.50
4.00 ± 0.62
3.00
9.20
5.60 ± 1.23
4.00
6.70
5.40 ± 0.78
5.00
6.00
5.00

Mean Number of Birds per Hour, ind.
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Number of Synchronous
Upflights per Hour
5
6
7
8
9
11

Meteorological Parameters (Air Temperature and Wind Speed) and Number of Birds at Which a High Intensity (5 and greater) of Synchronous
Upflights was Recorded
Çíà÷åíèÿ ìåòåîðîëîãè÷åñêèõ ïîêàçàòåëåé (òåìïåðàòóðà âîçäóõà è ñêîðîñòü âåòðà) è ÷èñëåííîñòè ïòèö, ïðè êîòîðûõ íàáëþäàëàñü
âûñîêàÿ èíòåíñèâíîñòü (5 è áîëåå çà ÷àñ) ñèíõðîííûõ âçëåòîâ

Table 2
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long observations) are artificially excluded from
the analysis for those periods with the greatest
total number of birds, suggest that the number
of synchronous upflights rises to a maximum
level with a mean of roughly up to 100 birds
present per hour (Table 3). The mean number
of birds present during periods showing the high
rates of synchronous upflights totaled 73.21 ±
10.33 (N = 23) varying between 23.15 and
241.39 birds per hr (Table 2).
The minimum number of birds was observed
on the roost site in midday between 12.00 and
13.00. The numbers steadily grew from 1730
onwards, the bulk of the birds arriving during a
peak between 1900 and 2000, during which the
number of birds increased by 26.99 % (Fig. 1).
By 2100 nearly all the birds assembled for roosting.
The lowest observed mean number of synchronous upflights was recorded at mid-day
between 1400 and 1500 (1.83 per hr). Synchronous upflights increased in frequency of occurrence from then until 19002000 hr reaching 4.47
per hr. The minimum observed values of synchronous upflights between 1700 and 2000 were
never less than two per hour. They declined
thereafter. After 2130 no synchronous upflights
were observed (Fig. 1). Thus, a timing interval
of 19002000 was notable for a coincident maximum growth in the mean number of birds per
hour (26.99 %) and maximum growth in rates
of synchronous upflights observed per hour
(4.47) (Table 4).
A bird, briefly after alighting near another
in the club, facing it, adopted Erect-posture
with Head-turning, in which its head rotated
rapidly from side to side with its bill pointing
almost vertically upwards; or performed one of
the other Erect-postures variations (Lind,
1963a). Ceremonial displays followed during
which the two birds paraded around each other
performing varied postures (e.g. Down-erect,
Forward-erect), which occasionally ended
with formation of the whole clusters of birds up
to six individuals, participating in courtship
ground display. Often an alighting bird was approached by neighbors from nearby, and in this
case again lively ground activity followed. Thus,
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upflights were recorded
(Fig. 2, Table 4). Shortly
thereafter, the sun was
down and dark came
quickly.
The Effects of
Weather Conditions
on Dynamics and
Rates of Synchronous
Take-offs
My observations indicated, weather conditions
may play a considerable
role in the variation of rates
of observed synchronous
upflights.
Fig. 5. The Relation between the Number of Synchronous
In the daytime the cor- Upflights and Number of Birds in Combined Period: Daytime
relation between air tem- and Evening.
perature and number of Ðèñ. 5. Çàâèñèìîñòü ÷èñëà ñèíõðîííûõ âçëåòîâ îò ÷èñëåííîñsynchronous upflights to- òè ïòèö â îáúåäèíåííûé ïåðèîä  äíåâíîé è âå÷åðíèé.
taled 0.4 (Table 5), but
even at high temperatures the number of syn- the number of synchronous upflights and wind
chronous upflights did not exceed 45 per hour speed was found (Table 5), the wind in con(Fig. 6). In the Evening period the highest val- junction with the other elements occasionally
ues of synchronous upflights (5 and more) were had immediate impacts on the dynamics of
recorded at temperatures above +14.0°C, the synchronous take-offs. During the day a maxicorrelation totaled 0.3 (Fig. 7, Table 5).
mum of synchronous upflights was recorded
Though no significant correlation between at a wind speed of no more than 5.5 m/s (Fig.
8). In the evening
the maximum synTable 3 chronous upflights
were observed at
The Correlations (Pearsons and Partial) between the Number of Birds wind speeds up to
and Number of Synchronous Upflights
9.2 m/s, though
Êîððåëÿöèè ÷èñëà ñèíõðîííûõ âçëåòîâ è ÷èñëåííîñòè ïòèö
most of the maximum observed valCombined Daytime and Evening
Daytime Period
Evening Period
ues occurred at or
Periods
r partial,
r partial,
r partial,
below wind speeds
N
N
r, P
N
r, P
r, P
P
P
P
of 6.0 m/s (Fig. 9).
Maximum Number
Maximum Number
Maximum Number
(65.62 Birds)
(411.89 Birds)
(411.89 Birds)
A separate and
0.14
0.01
0.00
0.02
0.21
0.23
44
49
93
isolated examinaP = 0.36 P = 0.96
P = 0.97 P = 0.92
P < 0.05 P < 0.05
Up to 50 Birds
Up to 150 Birds
Up to 150 Birds
tion of the cases
0.26
0.04
0.14
0.73
0.63
0.37
44
40
88
where the maxiP = 0.81 P = 0.38
P < 0.01 P < 0.01
P < 0.05 P < 0.01
Up to 100 Birds
Up to 100 Birds
mum values of syn0.42
0.39
0.48
0.46
35
79
chronous upflights
P < 0.05 P < 0.05
P < 0.01 P < 0.01
Up to 70 Birds
Up to 50 Birds
per hour occurred
0.59
0.38
0.34
0.52
29
61
has shown that their
P < 0.05 P = 0.09
P < 0.01 P < 0.01
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rather than in cool or windy
conditions.
In cold and cloudy
weather distinct depression
in tern activity was observed, particularly at low
temperatures coupled with
strong, steady wind (e.g.
+6.2°C and 9.0 m/s;
+8.6°C and 9.0 m/s). In
these conditions, wind
ruffled birds were observed to be silent, sitting
in a tight flock, bills turned
towards the wind. Although birds were present
Fig. 6. The Relation between the Number of Synchronous in considerable numbers
(e.g. on average 133 birds
Upflights and Air Temperature in Daytime Period.
Ðèñ. 6. Çàâèñèìîñòü ÷èñëà ñèíõðîííûõ âçëåòîâ îò òåìïåðà- per hour), synchronous
upflights were not recoròóðû âîçäóõà â äíåâíîé ïåðèîä.
ded at all (Fig. 2: Evening
highest observed rates did not occur below a period, 20002100). Occasionally a high nummean temperature of +13°C and at a mean wind ber of synchronous upflights was recorded at
speed of less than 6.0 m/s (Table 2). This indi- a temperature not higher than +14.5°C but with
cates there is a tendency of Gull-billed Terns a light wind (e.g. five synchronous upflights
to perform higher numbers of synchronous at +14.4°C and 1.7 m/s; seven at +12.3°C and
upflights in relatively warm and calm weather, 4.0 m/s; and five even at +9.3°C and 5.8 m/s).
Thus, the wind definitely
increased the weather
hardness and it was a
strong wind that had the
most adverse effect on the
intensity of synchronous
upflights in combination
with low temperatures.
Steady rain may also
adversely affect the intensity of synchronous takeoffs and pairing behavior in
general. In this context, a
good example could be set.
It was the only case when
the observations were
made during continuous
Fig. 7. The Relation between the Number of Synchronous steady rain. Despite being
present in considerable
Upflights and Air Temperature in Evening Period.
Ðèñ. 7. Çàâèñèìîñòü ÷èñëà ñèíõðîííûõ âçëåòîâ îò òåìïåðà- numbers (approximately
60 birds) in the daytime
òóðû âîçäóõà â âå÷åðíèé ïåðèîä.
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Table 4

Changes in the Means of Birds and Synchronous Upflights per Hour during Daylight Time
of the Day
Èçìåíåíèå ñðåäíåé ÷èñëåííîñòè ïòèö è ñðåäíåãî ÷èñëà ñèíõðîííûõ âçëåòîâ çà ÷àñ çà
ñâåòëóþ ÷àñòü ñóòîê
Timing
Intervals

Mean Number of
Birds per Hour*, %,
M ± SE (N)

Changes in Mean Number
of Birds per Hour
in Comparison with
Previous Interval, %

Mean Number of
Synchronous Upflights
per Hour,
M ± SE (N)

400500
500600
600700
700800
800900
9001000
10001100
11001200
12001300
13001400
14001500
15001600
16001700
17001800
18001900
19002000
20002100
21002200
22002300

100.00 ± 0.00 (1)
100.00 ± 0.00 (1)
86.02 ± 2.87 (2)
58.28 ± 13.81 (3)
34.44 ± 3.21 (4)
24.56 ± 3.75 (5)
23.37 ± 2.62 (6)
18.63 ± 2.97 (5)
16.34 ± 2.58 (8)
17.70 ± 7.12 (6)
17.81 ± 3.76 (7)
21.55 ± 2.58 (7)
21.27 ± 3.49 (11)
25.09 ± 2.81 (12)
40.07 ± 3.15 (15)
67.06 ± 3.50 (15)
88.54 ± 1.60 (15)
100.00 ± 0.00 (5)
100.00 ± 0.00 (4)

0.00
0.00
13.98
27.74
23.84
9.88
1.19
4.74
2.29
1.36
0.11
3.74
0.28
3.82
14.98
26.99
21.48
11.46
0.00

0.00 ± 0.00 (1)
2.00 ± 0.00 (1)
9.00 ± 1.53 (3)
6.75 ± 0.85 (4)
4.00 ± 1.00 (3)
3.20 ± 0.80 (5)
2.60 ± 0.24 (5)
2.80 ± 0.86 (5)
2.00 ± 0.62 (7)
2.80 ± 0.97 (5)
1.83 ± 0.60 (6)
2.43 ± 0.65 (7)
3.00 ± 0.53 (9)
3.30 ± 0.42 (10)
4.25 ± 0.32 (16)
4.47 ± 0.54 (17)
4.06 ± 0.62 (16)
2.00 ± 0.45 (5)
0.00 ± 0.00 (4)

* For the calculations of the mean number of birds per hour see the footnote for Figure 2.
* Äëÿ ðàñ÷åòà ñðåäíåé ÷èñëåííîñòè ïòèö çà ÷àñ ñì. ñíîñêó ê ðèñóíêó 2.
hours the birds sat ruffled up, occasionally
shaking their wings and performing no more
than one synchronous take-off per hour. The
situation was further complicated by the fact
that terns arriving with small and mediumsized lizards (food-carrying by advertising
males is considered to be an element of courtship display  Cramp, 1985) were attacked by
immature Yellow-legged Gulls (Larus cachinnans) as a breeding colony of this species was
located nearby. They made dive-attacks towards the flock of the terns and forced them to
fly up and drop the food (Fig. 3: four right-

hand cases in the plot). Elimination of these
four cases from the analysis yields a high correlation between synchronous upflights and
mean birds present per hour (Table 3).
Initiative Group.
Some External Factors Eliciting
Synchronous Take-offs
There were always birds in the flock that
were more noticeable in aerial and ground activities. Typically, it was as many as the whole
group (314 birds) or several groups of birds
that alighted in the flock together and often
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they were significant in the
initiation of synchronous
upflights since they served
as a catalyst for the entire
flock engaged in ground
display. It often was these
active birds suddenly flushing up from the ground
that attracted all the other
birds to follow, thereby initiating a synchronous upflight.
By day, high rates of
synchronous upflights
could be maintained exclusively by the initiative
Fig. 8. The Relation between the Number of Synchronous group activities of active
birds at the gathering site.
Upflights and Wind Speed in Daytime Period.
Ðèñ. 8. Çàâèñèìîñòü ÷èñëà ñèíõðîííûõ âçëåòîâ îò ñêîðîñòè In a number of cases only
active birds at the gatherâåòðà â äíåâíîé ïåðèîä.
ing site were present, that
flew up together after a short bout of ground is the initiative group. Viewing separate acdisplay. They were called the initiative group tive individuals has shown that much of their
from their prominent extra active behavior time was spent in the air chasing each other
compared to the bulk of birds. While compo- back and forth or simply circling high in the
sition and stability of these groups is unclear, sky over the gathering site, thus acting as if in
a prolonged synchronous
take-off, and not willing to
land immediately. Despite
an energetic ground display of the active birds,
synchronous upflights did
not occur more frequently
than in the evening time.
After increased strong excitement during ground
courtship a sudden and
sharp take-off of the whole
initiative group ensued.
The birds described a short
and low circle over the
ground, and then immediately returned, often to the
same spot, to display. OcFig. 9. The Relation between the Number of Synchronous casionally a portion of the
birds did not come back to
Upflights and Wind Speed in Evening Period.
Ðèñ. 9. Çàâèñèìîñòü ÷èñëà ñèíõðîííûõ âçëåòîâ îò ñêîðîñòè the display site at all. Thus,
when high rates of these
âåòðà â âå÷åðíèé ïåðèîä.
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brief scatterings were observed (up to 18 per hour),
the maximum rate of real
synchronous upflights
(with vortex) did not exceed 45 per hr.
In the evening, return
of bird parties from feeding grounds appeared to
increase frequency of synchronous upflights observed. Even, in this case,
influence of initiative
groups in the initiation of
synchronous take-offs was
evident. Occasionally a
few birds flying in line or Fig. 10. The Relation between the Number of Synchronous
a few small groups of birds Upflights and Number of Birds in Morning Period.
alighting in the main flock, Ðèñ. 10. Çàâèñèìîñòü ÷èñëà ñèíõðîííûõ âçëåòîâ îò ÷èñëåíappeared to stimulate syn- íîñòè ïòèö â óòðåííèé ïåðèîä.
chronous upflights. However, it was rather difficult to document this successful in getting the entire flock to rise into
effect statistically. As described for daytime the air. The flock often ignored sudden and
observations the activity increased inside the sharp upflights of separate birds. The sustained
initiative group displaying on the ground, rate of synchronous upflights remained on avand its sudden scattering in the air developed erage four per hr (Table 1).
into a powerful synchronous upflight during
Other causes of synchronous upflights obwhich all the remaining birds, rapidly joined served included flying attacks of immature L.
this group. Despite provocative actions from cachinnans, attempting to rob the terns of lizthe initiative groups, they were not always ards. Several cold days of late April, when food
Table 5
The Correlations (Pearsons and Partial) between the Number of Synchronous Upflights
and Values of Meteorological Factors (Air Temperature and Wind Speed)
Êîððåëÿöèÿ ÷èñëà ñèíõðîííûõ âçëåòîâ è ìåòåîðîëîãè÷åñêèõ ôàêòîðîâ (òåìïåðàòóðû
âîçäóõà è ñêîðîñòè âåòðà)
Daytime Period

Number of
Synchronous
Upflights & Air
Temperature
Number of
Synchronous
Upflights &
Wind Speed

Evening Period

Combined Daytime
and Evening Periods
r partial,
r, P
N
P

r, P

r partial,
P

N

r, P

r partial,
P

N

0.39
P < 0.01

0.38
P < 0.05

44

0.32
P < 0.05

0.33
P < 0.05

49

0.33
P < 0.01

0.34
P < 0.01

93

0.25
P = 0.10

0.19
P = 0.23

44

0.26
P = 0.07

0.28
P = 0.06

49

0.19
P = 0.06

0.19
P = 0.08

93
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ized by very unstable hydrological regime. The basins occupied shallow depressions subject to considerable fluctuations in
water level during frostfree seasons. Rapid snow
melt in spring filled the
lake bowls with melt water, rapidly lost to evaporation, due to the combined
effect of high temperatures
and strong winds. Therefore, availability of small
islands and islets suitable
Fig. 11. The Relation between the Number of Synchronous for the Gull-billed Tern
breeding changed almost
Upflights and Air Temperature in Morning Period.
Ðèñ. 11. Çàâèñèìîñòü ÷èñëà ñèíõðîííûõ âçëåòîâ îò òåìïåðà- weekly. During rapid drying of the basin lakes, the
òóðû âîçäóõà â óòðåííèé ïåðèîä.
islands and sand-banks
resources were apparently lacking, contained with the tern breeding colonies may rejoin the
multiple observation periods that included re- mainland, thus permitting easy access for quadpeated aggressive swoops of these gulls. This ruped predators and cattle. In addition, wet
data was eliminated from analysis for it was sand-banks which occasionally create attracfelt the continuous upflight activity triggered tive nest sites for Gull-billed Terns are subject
by the swoops distorted a real picture of syn- to sporadic floods caused by heavy wind and
chronous upflight dynamics shown by the terns rains. Thus, nesting habitat using by terns in
when undisturbed. Bursts of flight of Ruff (Phi- the study area may be characterized as exlomachus pugnax) flocks foraging on the tremely unstable.
ground nearby, low passages over the club
Extinction of Synchronous
by the Mute Swan (Cygnus olor), human apTake-offs
proach or an aerial predator approaching the
Synchronous upflights diminish quickly
colony, and possibly other causes could occasionally elicit a synchronous upflight of the during the first week of incubation as the following example made clear.
terns.
In 2003, two colonies of terns originally
existed at Lake Ayke: the first on a low, wet
Synchronous Breeding of Gull-billed
sand-bank in a shallow bay (approximately 370
Terns and Habitat Instability
nests, May 23 estimate) and another on a large
in Study Area
sandy island some two kilometers away from
Observations of laying and hatching pro- the first. In the second colony all 143 nests
cesses have shown that Gull-billed Terns dem- were staked during early incubation. The first
onstrate highly synchronous breeding: egg-lay- colony on the wet islet was destroyed by flooding and hatching periods take only 78 days, ing on May 27. By May 29 the number of nests
with the egg-laying peak occurring within only in the second colony on the large dry island
35 days (five examined breeding settlements, jumped to 214, and on June 1 it totaled 292
nests. New nests may have been constructed
data in preparation).
The lakes in the study area are character- by either or both birds from the destroyed
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colony and/or late comers
from the southern areas.
What was important, all the
new nests were arranged
compactly on one edge of
the original colony thus extending it 2030 meters on
that side. After May 31
synchronous upflights recommenced in the larger
colony, and were only observed to be performed only by the recently settled
birds within the newly
added section of the colony. Birds within this co- Fig. 12. The Relation between the Number of Synchronous
lony, on nests marked ear- Upflights and Wind Speed in Morning Period.
lier and predating the Ðèñ. 12. Çàâèñèìîñòü ÷èñëà ñèíõðîííûõ âçëåòîâ îò ñêîðîñòè
storm, ignored synchro- âåòðà â óòðåííèé ïåðèîä.
nous upflights of the new
comers and continued to incubate. Only in ex- were most strongly correlated with the mean
ceptional cases did the entire flock fly up, appa- number of birds present per hour within the
rently prompted by gregarious instinct. Syn- colony (Spearmans rank correlation coeffichronous upflights gradually diminished and cient: R = 0.69, N = 16, P < 0.01). During this
ceased altogether by 6 June. Hatching data re- time period, no significant relationship bevealed that the final colony consisted of sev- tween synchronous upflights and air temperaeral subcolonies, each of them occupying dis- ture (Spearmans rank correlation coefficient:
crete areas within the colony and having dif- R = 0.09, N = 16, P = 0.73); (Fig. 11), or wind
ferent dates of formation and highly synchro- speed was recorded (Spearmans rank correnous hatching of eggs within each subcolony lation coefficient: R = 0.07, N = 16, P = 0.78)
area.
(Fig. 12).
During late incubation and early hatching
phases, massive upflights of the entire flock
Discussion
were caused by occasional external factors, but
occasional upflights could be in no way conType II colony formation was said before
sidered as normal display inspired synchronous to have a high selective advantage for species
upflights of the early breeding and pair for- nesting in unstable habitats (See Introduction).
mation period.
Consequently, breeding initiation and synchrony demonstrated by Gull-billed Terns is
Morning Period
considered vital to successful breeding in unstable environments where an additional twoDespite a paucity of the morning observa- week delay at a certain nesting location may
tion data (Table 1), several specific differences result in total loss for the entire colony.
of Morning period appeared to distinguish it
Some researchers believe that social stimufrom the rest of daylight observations.
lation synchronizes physiological processes in
The highest numbers of synchronous birds with synchronous egg-laying as a direct
upflights, 12 /hour, were recorded in the morn- consequence of this synchronization (Vermeer,
ing (Fig. 2, 10, Table 1). Synchronous upflights 1973; Burger, 1979). Synchronous take-off dis-
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plays by Gull-billed Terns in the pre-nesting
period appear to provide mutual stimulation
of birds, and may be the mechanism, or adaptation permitting maximum synchronization of
clutch initiation. Such synchrony would
shorten laying, incubation, and early chick
phases as much as possible, which is very important in unstable habitats where probability
of breeding success rapidly declines over time.
The prominence of synchronous upflights exclusively at the early reproductive stage, and
their rapid extinction during the first week of
incubation is evident from the fact that incubating birds become behaviorally unresponsive to synchronous upflights of those conspecifics beginning nesting later in the season for
any reason (the case described above).
It might be supposed that upon their arrival to the breeding grounds, Gull-billed Terns
exhibit varied physiological readiness for
breeding. By accumulating in potentially suitable nest sites, participating in courtship display and in synchronous upflights birds might
thereby increasingly become a physiologically
homogenous group collectively ready to start
breeding. Very active birds form initiative
groups and appear to contribute much to this
reproductive synchrony. Apparently they do
not need to forage throughout the entire daylight unlike the bulk of birds, and can afford
to spend more time on the gathering site courting, displaying, and vigorously provoking the
entire flock to participate in synchronous
upflights.
To be sure, the number of individuals
stimulates bird activity only to a certain limit.
In the late evening, largest numbers of birds
evidenced a lower frequency of synchronous
upflights/hour, than earlier observations. This
could be due to a greater proportion of passive and inert birds in the flock as they ready
for sleep. It was shown that earlier in the
evening the highest intensity of synchronous
upflights and the largest increase in the mean
number of birds per hour were recorded. These
facts as well as visual observations of ground
behavior displayed by Gull-billed Terns suggest that rather than being due to the numbers
itself, the high intensity of synchronous
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upflights can be accounted for by the rapid
changes in the number of terns from lower to
higher values, or greater levels of overall activity among the birds present. The larger the
increase in bird numbers per hour the higher
the increase in frequency of synchronous
upflights is likely to be per the same hour. To
understand why this occurs, the patterns of
ground display behavior of Gull-billed Terns
must be remembered. Even one bird alighting
in the club precipitates a burst of increased
calling and activity among neighbors. During
the mass evening return to the roost and gathering site this increased calling and activity is
multiplied many times, and is apparent to birds
and observers from the increasing movement
and hum produced by cackling birds in the
club. Consequently, the probability of the
entire flock being able to fly up in the air after
a single bird or initiative group suddenly
flushing up, increased largely as well. Furthermore, the total number of originally excited
and active birds, i.e. initiative groups, assembling by the evening for roosting seemed
to increase, too. This could be account for the
fact that synchronous upflights were performed
much more regularly in the evening, when a
mass arrival of birds occurred, and their intensity was higher than in the daytime, even
during inclement weather. Therefore, the
jumps in numbers of birds and provocative
behavior of the initiative groups affecting
the entire flock could be identified as essential mechanisms affecting dynamics of synchronous upflights.
High air temperature is thought to accelerate physiological processes and intensify bird
social stimulation through which the efficient
synchronous egg-laying occurs. Observed high
frequency of synchronous upflights early in the
morning at the lowest daily temperatures close
to the freezing point suggests that synchronous
upflights in the morning may serve the complementary function of limbering and warmingup birds, after prolonged inactivity on cold
ground within the roosting site for the night.
In summary, data suggest conditions under which the highest intensity of synchronous
up-flights is likely to occur. The maximum
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number of synchronous upflights will be observing in the evening notably within 19002030
when the maximum growth of the number of
birds occurs, and with the mean number of
birds estimating roughly to be 70 individuals
per hr. The auspicious weather conditions are
also required: relatively warm or hot (from
+14°C and higher), windless or lightly windy
(to 46 m per second), dry weather. Only under these conditions is there a strong probability of expecting a high intensity of synchronous upflights.
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